Arctic Adventures—Year 2
Habitats
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Micro habitat— A smaller
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The world has 7 continents:

Animals including humans have

eats plants.
E.g. Sheep,

Southern Hemisphere.

Lifecycle

North America,

babies which grow into adults.



Europe, Asia,

A lifecycle shows the process and

deer, rabbit.

changes living things go through
when they are born to when they die.

An animal

South America, Africa,
Australia, Antarctica.

The world has 5 oceans:
Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Pacific
Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Southern Ocean

All places have physical
and

human features.

Physical features: things
that are naturally there.
Human features: things that
have been made or put there
by humans.
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animals.
E.g. Humans,
Chimpanzees.
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Young penguins moult and

lays an egg.

lose their baby feathers.
This is called down. It is
replaced by a new set of
adult feathers.
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